FFA TROYES 2006

BID for PRECISION & RALLY WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2006

Name and Address of National Aero Club

FÉDÉRATION FRANÇAISE AÉRONAUTIQUE
155, avenue de Wagram
75017 - PARIS
Tel: +33 1 44 29 92 00
Fax: +33 1 44 29 92 01
e-mail: contact@ff-aero.fr

EXPERIENCE in organizing International Championships
8th European Precision Flying Championship NANCY 1997

NAMES of CHAMPIONSHIP DIRECTOR & ROUTE PLANNERS
Jean F Schwartz Championship Director & Route Planner for PRECISION
Michel Grosdemange Route Planner for RALLY

The SITE of COMPETITIONS
TROYES-BARBEREY AIRFIELD LFQB 2Km from the city of TROYES: about 100,000 inhabitants

ACCOMMODATION
2 Hotels are proposed: """" MERCURE HOTEL & ** IBIS HOTEL at 15 mn from Airfield and 100 m from each other
Dinners will be offered at a French 1900 Brasserie LE BISTROQUET 300 m from the hotels

DATES
Free Practice from July 15 to July 21 for Precision and Rally,
Free Practice for Rally on July 23 and 25-26
Precision Championship from July 21 to July 26
Rally Championship from July 26 to July 31
On July 26 no competition tasks for Officials

ENTRY FEES
Hotel MERCURE: • 820 for PRECISION or RALLY • 1100 for PRECISION & RALLY
Hotel IBIS: • 650 for PRECISION or RALLY • 900 for PRECISION & RALLY

The above fees include:
for ONE competition (Precision or Rally): 6 nights & breakfasts, 5 lunches & 5 dinners,
Opening & Closing ceremonies
for BOTH competitions: 11 nights & breakfasts, 10 lunches & 10 dinners, Opening & Closing ceremonies. One combined closing Precision & opening Rally reception.
MISCELLANEOUS
The airfield has no commercial flights and only few IFR flights, ideally situated at 2 km NW of the city, the time from accommodation hotels is less than 15 mn. Regular and frequent bus shuttles for competitors will be provided throughout all the competition days.
There are very few and limited regulated areas in the vicinity allowing for easy navigation routing and training practice.
The landscape offers a mix of hills, forests and interesting landscape.

For social events, TROYES is situated in the famous “CHAMPAGNE” region and we prepare a really friendly and special reception you will remember of....
For accompanying participants, the town has old houses, streets and churches of great interest and ideal for relaxing time, and is famous throughout all the North East of FRANCE for its Shopping Center. TROYES being situated at 90 mn from PARIS we consider excursions to the French Capital.

The FÉDÉRATION FRANCAISE AÉRONAUTIQUE, is glad to invite the pilots from the World to participate to the combined Precision and Rally Championships in TROYES in July 200